Box 1:

**Oversized Folder**

“Supplement to *A Literary Map of North Carolina,***” North Carolina English Teachers Association, 1972

*Oregon Literary Map*, Oregon Council of Teachers of English, 1982

*Maine Writers: novelists, poets, humorists, historians, and dramatists*, Maine Council of Teachers of English, undated (2 copies)

*Pennsylvania Literary Map*, Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of English, 1959, 1975 revision

*A Literary Map of Indiana*, Indiana Council of Teachers of English, 1974


*A Literary Map of the Commonwealth of Virginia*, Virginia Association of Teachers of English, 1957

*Wisconsin Authors*, Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English, 1979

*Illinois Authors*, Illinois Association of Teachers of English, 1982 (2 copies)

*New Jersey’s Literary History*, New Jersey Council of Teachers of English, 1974


*A Chart of the Pilgrim’s Progress with Apologies to Mr. John Bunyan*, Dallas Council of Teachers of English, 1955

*Discovering California Through Books*, Central California Council of Teachers of English, 1961